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ABSTRACT   

High-resolution X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD), and low-temperature photoluminescence spectroscopy (LT-PL) 

are used to investigate the structural properties and inhomogeneities of high current density InGaAs/AlAs/InP 

resonant tunnelling diode (RTD) wafer structures. The non-destructive assessment of these structures is 

challenging, with structural variables: well and barriers thickness and the well indium molar fraction, in 

addition to electronic variables such as the band-offsets being functions of strain, growth sequence, etc..  

Experimental PL data are compared with simulations allowing the deconvolution of the PL spectra, that 

includes Type I and Type II transitions broadened by interface fluctuations on length scales smaller and much 

larger than the exciton. This method provides details of the non-uniformity of the epitaxial material non-

destructively. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

The societal need for fast, ubiquitous wireless technologies has increased in the last decade[1], with the covid-19 

pandemic amplifying this need due to the increase of remote working and in the online entertainment demand. To satisfy 

the demand of high-frequency devices researchers are investigating wireless sources  (both electrical and optical) able to 

operate in the Tera Hertz spectrum (0.1-10 THz)[2]. From the electronic side, resonant tunneling diode (RTD) based 

oscillators have recently reached a maximum oscillation frequency of 1.98 THz demonstrating that RTD technology can 

achieved the required frequency ranges for application.  Wireless data transmission at 1.5 Gbit/s using an RTD-based 

oscillator was demonstrated by Mukai et. al  [3].   

We previously demonstrated how the RTD valley current and the device performance are not only limited by thermal 

effects, but mainly by interface scattering [4], with only 28% of the valley current being thermally activated, leaving 

space for significant improvement of the crystal quality. To optimize the epitaxial process, we first demonstrated the use 

of PL as rapid non-destructive characterization process[5]. Further work demonstrated that the combination of PL, HR-

XRD and the inclusion of a buried undoped copy QW allowed a complete structural characterization scheme for the 

RTD wafer [6]. Comparison with TEM underlined how critical structural parameter can be derived from this non-

destructive post-growth characterization scheme [7]. 

In this paper we describe PL spectra deconvolution to obtain information regarding the spatial uniformity of the epitaxial 

wafer.  First, variations from the designed structure, introduced by the growth process are presented, with a description 

of their impact on the characterization process. Low-temperature PL data is compared with simulation, and a set of rules 

are described and applied to obtain a rigorous fit to this PL spectrum incorporation long and short-range disorder of the 

quantum well. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Schematic QW band profile (A) with the first two quasi-bound states(horizontal lines) and optical 

transitions (Red-lines).  

RTD complete epi-structure with doped emitter and collector and contact cap (B), focus on the QW 

characteristic of the samples studied in this paper reported in (C) 

 

Fig1 shows a schematic representation of the conduction and valence band profile, with the quasi-bound states indicated 

by horizontal lines. For simplicity, this schematic does not include the effect of the doping and resultant band bending 

(although this is taken into account in our calculations).  Solid red lines highlight the optical transitions observable by 

PL. The Type I transition only involves the quasi bound states from e1 to hh1. The Type II transition originate from 

electrons in the bulk InGaAs conduction band to hh1 in the quantum well.  While the bulk transition goes from the 

InGaAs conduction band to the valence band. The vertical black axis indicates the energy with the origin set at the bulk 

conduction band as reference.  Figure1(B) indicates the designed epitaxial structure of the samples analysed here, with 

their QW characteristics reported in figure1(C). The structures have been realized to investigate the intrinsic resonator 

efficiency[8] varying the well thickness, to be reported elsewhere. 

The structures were grown in a vertical Thomas Swan close-coupled showerhead MOVPE reactor on (100) semi-

insulating InP:Fe substrates. Further details about the growth process are reported elsewhere [6]. The epitaxy starts with 

100 nm InP buffer layer followed by 25nm and 200 nm In0.53Ga0.47As. 400 nm highly n-doped In0.53Ga0.47As 

(2x1019 cm−3 Si) are grown for the lower contact. A 20 nm n-doped In0.53Ga0.47As (3x10 18 cm−3 Si) emitter layer is 

then grown, followed by a 2 nm In0.53Ga0.47As spacer layer.  An InGaAs quantum well is formed between two 1.1 nm 

AlAs barriers. In high Jpeak design, like the ones described here, the well thickness is always lower than 4.4 nm and 

characterized by a high molar Indium molar fraction (higher than 70%).  On the collector side, a 20 nm In0.53Ga0.47As 

spacer layer is grown with a 25 nm In0.53Ga0.47As (3x1018 cm−3 Si) collector layer. The epitaxy is terminated with 15 

nm n-doped In0.53Ga0.47As (2x1019 cm−3 Si), and 8 nm In0.80Ga0.20As (2x1019 cm−3 Si) to improve the 

conductivity at the collector side.   

2. PHOTOLUMINESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY 

Low temperature PL was performed in a closed cycle helium cryostat, with the sample at a temperature of 4 K. A tunable 

Ti:sapphire laser was used to excite the sample with a power density of ~1 W/cm2.  The PL signal was dispersed by a Sol 

Solar T II double monochromator and  detected by an InGaAs transimpedance amplified photodetector.  A resolution of 



 

 
 

 

 

 

5 nm was used.  The modelling package[9] first determines the band profile of the entire structure at 4 K, including both 

strain and the asymmetric doping of the device. Band line-ups are computed using the model-solid theory[10]. 

Schroedinger-Poisson equations were solved self-consistently indicating the extension of the QW region. 

 

 

Figure 2Schematic illustrating effect of monolayer fluctuation starting from a TEM scan micrograph(C) to the impact 

on the PL characterization (B and A). Schematic band profile including the additional e1-hh1 states and optical 

transition generated by the ML fluctuation. 

 

The group of schematics and micrographs reported in figure2 are intended to illustrate the mono-layer fluctuations 

present withing our samples at the heterointerfaces and their impact on the PL characterization.  Starting from the 

bottom, figure 2(C) shows a representative darkfield TEM image of the RTD active region, in which it is possible to 

observe the two barriers and the well region.  Figure 2(B) shows a schematic representation of the ML-fluctuation and 

their impact upon the confinement energy within the QW, and associated optical transitions, shown in figure 2(D). 

Figure 1(A) finally shows typical low temperature PL spectra: the barrier roughness (length scale < exciton diameter) 

creates broad PL peaks while the ML-fluctuation (length scale > exciton diameter) cause peak splitting and an overall 

broadening of the PL trace [11]. The origin of the peak splitting is clarified numerically in fiure2(D): the ML-fluctuation 

creates 2 additional quasi-bound states (±1ML) in addition to the designed one (XML). The Type I transition is now a 

triplet, and the same happens for the Type II transition[6]. Careful analysis of the Type I and Type II peaks is crucial to 

measure the position of the first quasi bound state, e1, as it is given by the T1 and T2 difference [12].  In the following, 

we describe the deconvolution process. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Experimental PL spectra (A) and simulated optical transition as function of varying the indium molar 

fraction and the well thickness, for Type I (B) and Type II (C), respectively. Red lines are highlighting the energy split 

between adjacent well thickness solution.  

 

Figure3(A) shows the 4K PL spectra measured from sample A obtained with 1 mW/cm2 excitation at 900 nm (1.37 eV).  

Four peaks are visible to the eye, starting from lower energy we observe a broad peak at 0.78 eV attributed at the Type II 

transition, the central sharp peak (0.801 eV) attributed at the LM-InGaAs bulk peak, and two broad peaks (0.812 eV and 

0.838 eV) associated with the Type I transition. As described in the introduction,  a triplet from both the Type I and Type 

II transition are expected. For the Type I transition we can observe two of the three peaks (X and -1ML), while the 

expected peak at lower energy (+1ML solution) is concealed between the Type II transition and the bulk peak. 

Deconvolution of the spectrum is therefore required to determine the position of each radiative transitions, through a 

step-by-step process comparing experimental data with simulations.  Figures3(B-C) plot the Type I and II transition 

energies obtained by simulation varying the InGaAs well indium molar fraction and the well thickness from 12MLs to 

16ML in ML steps using a conduction band offset of 65%.  Red lines highlight ∆E between adjacent solutions, and it is 

observed that this is almost constant for fluctuation of 1ML.  

We go on to explore the effect of conduction band offset on these transitions.  Figure 4(A) shows the calculated 

transition energies as a function of the well thickness for an arbitrary indium concentration (84%) with a standard 

conduction band offset (65%), accordingly with the model-solid theory [10]. Well thickness is expressed in nm, with 

mono-layers solutions  marked by the dots while red arrows highlight the ∆E for adjacent well thicknesses. Figure4(B) 

shows the same simulation increasing the band offset to (75%), the change in ∆E respect figure4(A) is 0.3 meV, and is 

too small to be observed in the PL spectra. Based on this result we can assume that a change in band offset will not 

confound the line shape fitting, and the ∆E will be fundamental in assigning peak position to the fit as it places a limit on 

possible well-widths (-1, X, +1MLs) for the structure. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 (A)Type I simulation at standard conduction band offset (65%).  

(B) the same simulation increasing the conduction band offset (75%). Red arrows and number are highlighting the 

energy split between adjacent wel thickness solution. Simulations were computed assuming an indium molar 

fraction of 84%.  

 

3. LINE-SHAPE FITTING 

The line shape fitting is based on several constraints to regulate the position, shape, and the amplitude of the peaks.  The 

deconvolution of the Type I emission is obtained using 3 Gaussian peaks (μ, σT1) (X ML, ±1 ML).  Their position on the 

energy axis (μ) is based on the simulation described in Figure3(B and C). Based upon the essentially equal splitting of 

the transitions we assume an equal linewidth (σT1) for the three Type I transitions[6]. For the Type II transitions, we use 

the same rules, with 3 Gaussian peaks (μ, σT2) for the transitions (X ML, ±1 ML). Here, the energetic position is again 

dictated by simulation but with the linewidths (σT2) governed by the variation in the hole transition energies[13]. In the 

deconvolution process, the ratio of the integrated intensity of the X, +1 ML, -1 ML transitions for the Type I and Type II 

transitions are kept constant.  

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 5Line shape fitting steps, (A) bulk and doped-bulk peak fitting,(B)Type I and Type II triplets matching, (C)            

molar fraction correction to match peaks energy. Peak intensity are arbitrary at this stage.  

Figures5 illustrates schematically possible fitting steps for sample A in figure1(C).  Our procedure begins by 

accommodating the bulk peak and the doped bulk InGaAs tail (blue curve in figure5(A)), using PL characterization of 

doping layers extensively studied by K.J Jacobs [14]. Based on the simulation reported in figure3(B), we then 

accommodate the expected 3 Type I peaks (15ML and the ±1 ML) as shown in figure5(A). The peak amplitude is 

arbitrary at the stage, to simply visualize their position we settled on the same intensity values for all.  We note here that 

in this case, the +1ML peak at 0.775eV is partially outside of the spectra, the  XML peak at 0.791eV may be fitted tuning 

the amplitude while the -1ML peak seems not in line with what we observe with the peak at 0.815eV (black dashed line). 

We find that no good fit can be obtained for the triplet 14-15-16 MLs.  Figure 5(B) shows a possible fit using the triplet 

13-14-15 MLs. Here we again obtain peaks at ~0.79 and 0.81 eV ( +1ML and XML peak this time) due , along with a  

new peak at 0.834 eV that now lies inside the envelope of the experimentally obtained curve, providing a candidate for 

fitting the spectrum. We are now able to accommodate the 3 Type II peaks, albeit with the +1ML feature being partially 

outside the envelope of the spectrum.  We note that a fit may be possible by reducing its amplitude, but the major 

concern is the mismatch of the XML peak, that suggests that by tuning the molar fraction we may increase the transition 

energy and improve the fitting.  Figure 5(C) shows the triplets changing the molar fraction from 85% to 84%, all the 

peaks are inside the experimental spectra and the XML also match at 0.815eV. Once the position of the peaks has been 

established, their amplitudes need to be tuned, and as we previously indicated, the ratio of Type I to Type II emission 

(T1/T2) is a fit parameter. This parameter occurs as we consider that the laser energy may excite differently the Type I 

and II transition for a given ML solution, but all the triplets from spatially separate regions of the sample are equally 

excited. 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 6  (A)Line shape fitting for sample A, 14MLs well 84% [In]. (B) fitting for sample B, 12MLs well 85%. 

 

Having described the fitting process, we now move to fit the PL spectra of two different samples, combining simulation 

and weighting of the different peasks due to long range disorder.  Figure 6(A) shows the fit obtained tuning the T1/T2 

ratio with minor correction on the positions of the peaks given by variation of the band offset. The bulk peak has a 

linewidth of 4meV, in agreement with the limit of 3.3meV predicted for perfect LM-InGaAs  [11].For the fitting, we 

used  σT1=7 meV and σT2=3meV and a T2/T1 =1.57± 0.01 utilising a band-offsets of 59%. The T1/T2 ratio is the 

additional task to validate the positions of the peak once the PL line shape is fitted. An arbitrary assignment of the 

amplitudes of each peak may lead to an ambiguous combination of QW thickness, indium concentration, and band offset.  

The XML Type II transition is at 0.781 eV, 1meV higher with respect to the observed position without the line shape 

fitting.  Similar considerations are made for the X ML Type I transition peak, with the e1 position being 0.0345eV lower 

with respect to our first estimation (0.045-0.05eV) based upon standard band offsets.  Figure6(B) shows the fitting 

obtained for the second sample in figure1(C), in this case, the T1/T2 is 3.84± 0.01. For this sample ∆E is wider, and 

peaks are more spread on the energy axis. For the fitting, we used  σT1=6.5 meV and σT2=3meV, with the same band 

offset.  

4. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we have described a method to fit the PL line-shape for high Jpeak RTD structures, and how this 

deconvolution increases the accuracy of structural characterization. The method compares simulation and experimental 

data to provide a set of “fitting constraints” for an unambiguous fitting.  Two different samples have been analysed to 

highlight the versatility of the method in case of wide peak splitting and low Type II intensity. A successful 

deconvolution of the PL spectra may unlock the use of PL excitation spectroscopy to assess the QW conduction band-



 

 
 

 

 

 

offset and improve the characterization accuracy both in terms of structural and electronic paramters such as the band-

offsset  [15].Furthermore, reduction of the PL spot size may lead to a better evaluation of crystal/device imperfection on 

length scales higher and lower than the exciton size.  
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